I. Public Hearing

II. Approval of January 12th, 2023 Minutes

III. (Tentative) Commissioner Jason Golub - Paving schedule and opportunities for collaboration including extending bike lanes on Lake Ave and Crescent Ave shovel ready project

IV. Other communities - Albany Engineering Department testing speed bumps

V. Union Ave - JMT to provide recommendations this month

VI. CHPE (Champlain Hudson Power Express) - Follow up to mayor’s letter in November to access surface rights along railroad lines in Saratoga Springs and county updates

VII. 25 mph speed limits within downtown corridor and where residents request reduction - for example, Grand Ave

VIII. Regional Safe Streets funding grant update

IX. Jen Natyzak - Glenn Mitchell trail proposal

X. Suzanne Jagoda - YMCA crossing in three stages: County realigns crossing, DPW finishes that piece then DPS introduces signage and installs crossing light

XI. Complete Streets 2023 goals

XII. Adjourn